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Content

Over 100,000 classroom-ready video clips

Video formats include animations, lectures, short documentaries, breaking news,

and historic moments

Cross-curricular coverage for all grades and age levels (K12)

Features exclusively short-form videos (most under 10 minutes) to improve

engagement and focus

Teacher ratings on videos (1-5 stars) promote popular content

Best-for tags allow teachers to indicate how they would use with their class: brain

break, hook, experiment, context builder, review, explainer

Customizable collections allow teachers to create, save, and share video

collections, which are browseable by subject

Closed teacher Facebook community gives other teachers the ability to learn from

each other

Teacher
collaboration
and peer
support

Boclips
support &
resources

Video-first lesson plans

Knowledge base of help articles 

Live and recorded webinars

Video how-tos

Downloadable Video Learning Strategies

Online chat & email support

Search &
filter

Filter video results based on subjects

Transcript-bolstered search improves search results

Integrates with Google Classroom

Teachers can share links to individual videos with students or use those links with any

learning management system

Videos stream on video player

Segmented playback allows teachers to share only the part of the video that’s relevant

Sharing &
integration

Accessibility
Instructional videos feature built-in transcripts and closed captioning

Content supports SEM learning, ELL, SEMH, ADHD, and other areas of need

Technical

Browser-based platform eliminates the need for special hardware or software

Responsive design ensures compatibility with any device (computer, tablet, or

phone)

Videos can be accessed on demand 24/7 from any location

Google and Microsoft single sign-on
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LEARN MORE & GET STARTED

Per-Student Pricing

TRIAL ACCESS

30-DAY

boclips.com/demo 
AFFORDABLE

GET PRICING
& LEARN ABOUT

Search for
subject-
specific
videos

Just a few of the things teachers can do in Boclips for Teachers:

Create and
bookmark
customized
video
collections 

Browse video
collections by
subject to find
content suitable
to students'
needs

Filter results
based on
grade,
duration, and
subject

Use self-paced
lesson plans
matched to
academic
standards

Rate videos and
recommend how
to use them


